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ABSTRACT 

A foundation for distributed source coding was estab-
lished in the classic papers of Slepian-Wolf  (SW) [1] 
and Wyner-Ziv (WZ) [2]. This has provided a starting 
point for work on Distributed Video Coding (DVC), 
which exploits the source statistics at the decoder side 
offering shifting processing steps, conventionally per-
formed at the video encoder side, to the decoder side. 
Emerging applications such as wireless visual sensor 
networks and wireless video surveillance all require 
lightweight video encoding with high coding efficiency 
and error-resilience. The video data of DVC schemes 
differ from the assumptions of SW and WZ distributed 
coding, e.g. by being correlated in time and non-
stationary. Improving the efficiency of DVC coding is 
challenging. This paper presents some selected tech-
niques to address the DVC challenges. Focus is put on 
pin-pointing how the decoder steps are modified to pro-
vide adaptive decoding in distributed coding. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Conventional video coding employs temporal predic-

tion of frames to be coded. The apparent motion is repre-
sented by displacement vectors of blocks from previous-
ly coded data. This provides efficient coding, but also 
puts a heavy processing load on the encoder. In DVC an 
important issue is to use distributed techniques to encode 
the video frames individually, but utilize the temporal 
correlation on the decoder side for efficient video cod-
ing. 

The Slepian-Wolf and Wyner-Ziv theorems address-
es distributed coding in a set-up with two sequences, X 
and Y, each independent and identically distributed (iid), 
but jointly statistically dependent. The Slepian-Wolf 
theorem states that X can be independently encoded but 
decoded given the side-information (SI) Y at the same 
rate, H(X|Y), as an optimal encoder having access to Y, 
under certain conditions. The Wyner-Ziv theorem ex-
tends this to the lossy case in a rate-distortion setting 
again under certain conditions.  

We shall take this mind set but investigate it for real 
data in DVC were the assumptions of iid sequences do 
not hold. We shall use the term Side Information Gen-
eration to the processing of decoded data at a given point 
to provide estimates of the data, X, to be decoded. A 
prominent approach to DVC is Transform domain 
Wyner-Ziv (TDWZ) video coding [3], where a feedback 

channel is employed to let the decoder control the rate by 
requests. In the basic setting (called GOP2) every other 
frame (called Key Frames) is coded using intra-coding 
and the frames in between are coded using distributed 
techniques and decoded using the two surrounding 
frames as side information and called WZ frames. The 
feedback introduced serves to adapt the bit-rate as the 
required number of bits is varying and not known.  

The TDWZ DVC coding architecture employs a 
DCT like transform on 4 x 4 blocks. While providing 
some decorrelation, there is still significant correlation in 
the transformed data. The coding efficiency has been 
improved considerably by a number of techniques.  

 
In Sec. 2, we present a basic TDWZ DVC architec-

ture as in [3] and improved in the DISCOVER codec [4]. 
In Sec. 3, improvements by making the decoder adaptive 
based on reestimations are presented. First to capture  
crossband correlations [5] and extended in the side in-
formation and noise learning (SING) codec [6] introduc-
ing an optical flow technique for motion estimation to 
compensate the weaknesses of the block based SI gener-
ation and in the motion and reconstruction reestimation 
(MORE) [7] codec, where the updated information is 
used to iteratively reestimate the motion and reconstruc-
tion. Finally, an adaptive mode decision (AMD) is inves-
tigated to take advantage of skip and intra mode in DVC 
by deciding the coding modes based on the quality of 
key frames and rate of WZ frames. Benchmark results of 
the resulting MORE-AMD [8] and the other techniques 
are briefly presented in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, the SW coding 
based on rate-adaptive error-correcting techniques is re-
visited [9].  

2. DISTRIBUTED VIDEO CODING 
The architecture of a TDWZ video codec [4] is depicted 
in Fig. 1. In this codec, the sequence of frames is split in-
to key frames and Wyner-Ziv (WZ) frames. Key frames 
are intra coded using conventional video coding tech-
niques such as H.264/AVC intra coding. The Wyner-Ziv 
frames are transformed (4×4 DCT), quantized and de-
composed into bitplanes. 
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Figure 1. The architecture of TDWZ video codec. 

 
Each bitplane is fed to a rate-compatible LDPC Ac-

cumulate (LDPCA) encoder [10] from most significant 
bitplane to least significant bitplane. The corresponding 
error correcting information is stored in a buffer and re-
quested by the decoder through a feedback channel. The 
WZ frame is predicted at the decoder side by using de-
coded frames as references. The predicted frame, called 
the SI frame, is an estimate of the original WZ frame. 
Given the available SI, soft-input information (condi-
tional probabilities Pr for each bit) within each bitplane 
is estimated using a noise model. Thereafter the LDPCA 
decoder starts to decode the bitplanes selected by the 
quantizer, ordered from most to least significant bit-
plane, to correct bit errors. The decoder requests bits 
from the buffer until the bitplane is decoded. Thereafter 
CRC check bits are sent for confirmation. After all bit-
planes are successfully decoded, the WZ frame can be 
decoded through combined de-quantization and recon-
struction followed by an inverse transform. 

3. ADAPTIVE DVC USING REESTIMATIONS 
Adaptive coding in distributed source coding is enabled 
by the feedback based request of parity bits for rate-
adaptation. After a successful decoding of a code block, 
the decoder can update the side information and thereby 
the soft-information for decoding the next block. Thus 
the side-information used in the decoding may generally 
be seen as a mapping of the causal data and the frame 
level approach presented in Sec. 2 may be extended to 
(sub)band level and bit-plane level, where a code block 
in this section is given by the information required to de-
code a bit-plane of one coefficient subband. This adapta-
tion using decoded blocks may also be applied in the 
motion estimation step using partially decoded frames. 
We shall first focus on how the decoder may introduce 
adaptive coding, while the encoder remains the same.  

3.1. Crossband correlations in DVC 
The Crossband DVC scheme [5] enhances the 
DISCOVER architecture using previously decoded sub-
bands in the noise modeling for the next subbband. Spe-
cifically after decoding a subband, a classification is per-
formed. When modeling a new subband one or two pre-
vious subbands are used to predict the classification. 
This subband level adaptive processing is combined with 
a bit-plane level updating of estimates for each coeffi-
cient.   

3.2. Multi-hypotheses decoding using optical flow 
In the SING codec [6] multi-hypothesis decoding was 
used integrate a number of decoder-side adaptive tech-
niques.  

3.2.1. Dense motion fields using optical flow 
The motion field in the side information generation is 
backward adaptive in the DVC scheme, thus the motion 
(vectors) are not coded. This allows using a dense mo-
tion field. In the SING codec [6], global optical flow 
(OF) was used to calculate dense motion fields to sup-
plement a more conventional overlapping block motion 
compensation (OBMC).  

3.2.2. Multi-hypotheses decoding 
The rate-adaptive LDPCA decoder may be fed with mul-
tiple sets of soft-information, and terminate and ‘select-
ing’ the set first to decode (subject to a CRC). This pro-
vides a generic approach to decoder side adaptation in 
distributed coding. SI based on both optical flow and 
block-based OBMC can e.g. be combined to provide 
multiple hypotheses [6]. 

3.2.3. Adaptive noise modeling 
Different noise modeling may also be adaptively select-
ed using the multi-hypothesis approach. In SING, tech-
niques based on clustering of DCT blocks, calculating 
feature vectors and updating and refining these was ap-
plied. Distributions of the residuals from previous frames 
were also used and the number of clusters adapted. 

3.3. Re-estimation of motion 
A challenge in DVC, incl. the scheme presented so far is 
the prediction of the motion at the decoder side for the 
WZ frame, which is not available as opposed to conven-
tional video coding, especially for sequences with high 
or complex motion. As the WZ frame is being decoded, 
also the motion may be reestimated. Two instances of 
this were introduced in the MORE codec [7]. The par-
tially reconstructed frames were used to reestimate mo-
tion for both the optical-flow (after each band) and the 
block-based (OBMC after each bit-plane) techniques. 
This can improve the prediction of the values. To also 
improve the estimate of the distribution, the residue may 
also be motion compensated using an updated estimate 
of the residue of the previous WZ frame and the current 
motion estimation to calculate a motion compensated 
residue. These techniques were integrated in the SING 
[6] codec (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. TDWZ decoder with the motion and recon-
struction reestimation (MORE).  

The combination of initial side information and re-
estimated side information based on reestimated motion 
in MORE is based on an adaptive selection process, try-
ing to estimate influence on rate and distortion. The rate 
is estimated by the ideal code length (ICL), which after 
decoding a bit-plane may be calculated by summing mi-
nus log of the conditional probability assigned by the 
soft-input to each bit. A Lagrangian based rate-distortion 
cost function is used to adaptively selecting one block-
based and one OF based estimate, SI and residual, NR, 
for the further processing to form the multiple inputs to 
the LDPCA decoder (Figure 2).  

3.4. Decoder side driven adaptive mode decision 
In video coding, skip coding and intra coding are used as 
additional modes. When advantageous in an operational 
rate-distortion sense [11] applying these modes improves 
performance. Introducing this adaptive mode decision 
(AMD) in DVC does require a change of the encoder to 
switch between modes. The decision can be encoder 
based introducing extra encoder processing steps and/or 
fed back from the decoder. Initial experimental results of 
integrating AMD in the MORE codec were reported in 
[8]. 
 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The methods presented in Secs. 2 and 3 were tested on 
the four standard test sequences: Foreman, Hall, Soccer 
and Coast for a number of different bit-rates. Operation-
al  rate-distortion performance were calculated, express-
ing the quality by PSNR values [7,8]. The weighted av-
erage improvements (measured by Bjöntegaard differ-
ences [12]) over DISCOVER [4] are given in Tables 1 
and 2. The resulting MORE [7] codec achieved an aver-
age improvement in PSNR is 2.5 dB on the WZ frames 
(for GOP2) and gained 1.2 dB measured over all frames. 
The performance of Crossband, SING, and 
MORE(AMD) are also given for comparison. 
 

Table 1. Bjøntegaard PSNR improvement (dB) over 
DISCOVER for WZ frames 

Codec Crossband SING MORE MORE(AMD) 
Foreman 0.65 1.52 3.00 2.93 
Hall 0.39 0.99 1.42 1.95 
Soccer 1.33 2.70 4.19 4.182 
Coast 0.36 0.41 0.65 0.85 
Average 0.64 1.49 2.47 2.58 

Table 2. Bjøntegaard PSNR improvement (dB) over 
DISCOVER for all frames 

Codec Crossband SING MORE MORE(AMD) 
Foreman 0.33 0.75 1.43 1.41 
Hall 0.19 0.40 0.58 0.61 
Soccer 0.73 1.51 2.26 2.23 
Coast 0.19 0.22 0.27 0.34 
Average 0.33 0.76 1.22 1.22 
 
 

 
Figure 3. PSNR vs. rate for selected codecs for WZ 
frames (QCIF, 15Hz) for Coast. 

 
The RD performance of the MORE, SING, and 

Crossband as well as H.264/AVC coding is also depicted 
in Figure 3 for the Coast sequence for WZ frames. In 
addition, the MORE ICL, which is obtained by replacing 
LDPCA coding with a calculation of the ideal code 
length (ICL) over all the decoded bitplanes, is also giv-
en. We  calculate the ideal code length, ICL [6][7], at the 
decoder side based on the soft-input values used when 
decoding the information bits. 

5. SW CODING REVISITED 
Comparing the ideal code lengths (ICL) and the actu-

al code lengths in DVC provides an evaluation of the 
loss in distributing the coding applying error-correcting 
coding, instead of e.g. arithmetic coding based on the 
conditional probabilities, see Figure 2. Investigations of 
the results obtained using the LDPCA code, widely used 
in DVC, show that especially for low conditional proba-
bilities, there is a relatively high loss, which may be an 
issue in DSC in general. As an alternative rate-adaptive 
BCH [9] for coding with feed-back was studied. The 
feedback provides the capability to adapt to unknown 
statistics and also to reduce the coding loss FEC codes 
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endures when small code blocks are used. Linear block 
codes with extensible parity matrix, H, may readily be 
used for rate-adaptive coding, extending the matrix and 
sending new syndromes when more information is re-
quested.  

In [9], a rate-adaptive BCH (RA-BCH) code was in-
troduced and analyzed for the case of bounded distance 
decoding and assuming iid error probability with known 
error probability between the side information, Y, and the 
information data, X. The scheme also involved using 
syndromes for checking and making the number of syn-
dromes used to confirm a decoding adaptive to the num-
ber of syndromes received thus far. For error probability, 
p = 0.01, H(X|Y) ~ 0.08 (which also gives the average 
ICL). Based on simulations with this set-up at a bit-
error-rate of 10-5, the average code lengths where ~ 0.10 
for RA-BCH for length 1023 and ~ 0.144 for LDPCA of 
length 1584. For fixed rate coding, a bound of ~ 0.146 
was calculated and for both fixed rate LDPCA and BCH 
of the lengths considered the rate would be above 0.2, 
thus showing the clear benefit of using feed-back for 
these short code block lengths. In these comparisons 
BCH was clearly better that LDPCA. The challenge to-
wards using RA-BCH in DVC is to generalize to soft-
input decoding. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have given a brief overview of elements of a state-
of-the-art DVC scheme with focus on aspects which may 
be of general interest when applying DSC to real data, 
especially video data. This included ways to make a 
DSC scheme with feed-back adaptive on the decoder 
side. Also it was pointed out that as DVC and DSC 
schemes improve performance, the loss in current error-
correcting techniques applied become an issue towards 
achieving distributed coding without out performance 
loss as suggested by the classic Slepian-Wolf and 
Wyner-Ziv papers.  
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